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  Molecular Symmetry and Spectroscopy Philip R. Bunker,Per Jensen,2006 The first edition, by
P.R. Bunker, published in 1979, remains the sole textbook that explains the use of the molecular
symmetry group in understanding high resolution molecular spectra. Since 1979 there has been
considerable progress in the field and a second edition is required; the original author has been
joined in its writing by Per Jensen. The Material of the first edition has been reorganized and much
has been added. The molecular symmetry group is now introduced early on, and the explanation of
how to determine nuclear spin statistical weights has been consolidated in one chapter, after
groups, symmetry groups, character tables and the Hamiltonian have been introduced. A description
of the symmetry in the three-dimensional rotation group K(spatial), irreducible spherical tensor
operators, and vector coupling coefficients is now included. The chapters on energy levels and
selection rules contain a great deal of material that was not in the first edition (much of it was
undiscovered in 1979), concerning the Jahn-Teller effect, the Renner effect, Multichannel Quantum
Defect Theory, the use of variational methods for calculating rotational-vibration energy levels, and
the contact transformed rotation-vibration Hamiltonian. A new chapter is devoted entirely to weakly
bound cluster molecules (often called Van der Waals molecules). A selection of experimental spectra
is included in order to illustrate particular theoretical points.
  Develop an Improved Winter Weather and Traffic Information Gathering and Distribution System
for the Interstate 80 Corridor Edmund H. Ung,1995 Report upon termination of a project to develop
a weather, roadway, and traffic information gathering system to include roadway surface
temperature measurements, local meterological sensors, and vehicle travel times for the Interstate
80 corridor, concentrating on the winter weather problem areas--p. 1.
  Mass Spectrometry–Based Glycoproteomics and Its Clinic Application Haojie
Lu,2021-09-21 As one of the most extensive and important protein post-translational modifications,
glycosylation plays a vital role in regulating organisms and is associated with various physiological
and pathological processes. Recently, researchers have focused on the need to characterize protein
glycosylation sites, structures, and their degree of modification, to better understand their biological
functions while also looking for potential biomarkers for diagnosis and treatment of disease. Mass
spectrometry (MS) is one of the most powerful tools used to study biomolecules including
glycoproteins and glycans. With the continuous development of glycoproteomics and glycomics
based on MS analysis, more techniques have evolved and contribute to understanding the structure
and function of glycoproteins and glycans. This book reviews advancements achieved in MS-based
glycoproteomic analysis, including a wide range of analytical methodologies and strategies involved
in selective enrichment; as well as qualitative, quantitative, and data analysis, together with their
clinical applications. Significant examples are discussed to illustrate the principles, laboratory
protocols, and advice for key implementation to ensure successful results. Mass Spectrometry–Based
Glycoproteomics and Its Clinic Application will serve as a valuable resource to elucidate new
techniques and their applications for students, postdocs, and researchers working in proteomics,
glycoscience, analytical chemistry, biochemistry, and clinical medicine. Editor: Haojie Lu is a
professor at Fudan University, specializing in proteomics based on mass spectrometry with
particular emphasis on novel technologies for separation and identification of low-abundant proteins
and post-translationally modified proteins (including glycosylation), as well as relative and absolute
quantification methods for proteomics.
  Fundamental Interactions Daniel Grumiller,2010 This memorial volume on the work of
Wolfgang Kummer brings together articles devoted to the history of high energy physics with
detailed coverage on the scientific concepts and scientific institutions, in particular CERN OCo and
the underlying physics involved. Covering recent advances and developments as well as giving a
reminiscent overview in two rapidly evolving fields of high energy/particle physics, and gravitational
physics, the commemorative volume contains more than 20 original invited paper contributions OCo
which will appear for the first time in print OCo from eminent and renowned physicists who
interacted and collaborated with Wolfgang Kummer, including Physics Nobel Laureate Jack
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Steinberger. Wolfgang Kummer was president of the CERN council from 1985 to 1987, among his
numerous eminent academic and administrative positions which he held during his illustrious
career. This volume also aims to demonstrate and highlight Wolfgang Kummer''s significant
contribution to the foundational work in gauge field theory, particle physics, and quantum gravity,
and the tremendous impact leading to cutting-edge findings and advances at LHC. Sample
Chapter(s). Foreword (155 KB). Chapter 1: Noncovariant Gauges at Zero and Nonzero Temperature
(215 KB). Contents: Gauge Field Theory and Particle Physics: Noncovariant Gauges at Zero and
Nonzero Temperature (P V Landshoff); Non-Relativistic Bound States: The Long Way Back from the
BetheOCoSalpeter to the SchrAdinger Equation (A Vairo); Distended/Diminished Topologically
Massive Electrodynamics (S Deser); Dynamical Spin (P G O Freund); Quantum Corrections to
Solitons and BPS Saturation (A Rebhan et al.); Gauging Noncommutative Theories (H Grosse & M
Wohlgenannt); Topological Phases and Contextuality Effects in Neutron Quantum Optics (H Rauch);
First Class Constrained Systems and Twisting of Courant Algebroids by a Closed 4-Form (M Hansen
& T Strobl); Some Local and Global Aspects of the Gauge Fixing in YangOCoMills-Theories (D N
Blaschke et al.); Frozen Ghosts in Thermal Gauge Field Theory (P V Landshoff & A Rebhan);
Classical and Quantum Gravity: Wolfgang Kummer and the Vienna School of Dilaton (Super-)Gravity
(L Bergamin & R Meyer); Order and Chaos in Two Dimensional Gravity (R B Mann); 2-D
Midisuperspace Models for Quantum Black Holes (J Gegenberg & G Kunstatter); Global Solutions in
Gravity. Euclidean Signature (M O Katanaev); Thoughts on the Cosmological Principle (D J
Schwarz); When Time Emerges (C Faustmann et al.); Towards Noncommutative Gravity (D V
Vassilevich); Superembedding Approach to Superstring in AdS 5 X S 5 Superspace (I A Bandos);
Heterotic (0,2) Gepner Models and Related Geometries (M Kreuzer); Canonical Analysis of
Cosmological Topologically Massive Gravity at the Chiral Point (D Grumiller et al.); Wolfgang
Kummer and the Physics Community: Wolfgang Kummer at CERN (H Schopper); Wolfgang Kummer
and the Little Lost Lane Boy (K Lane); Mitigation of Fossil Fuel Consumption and Global Warming by
Thermal Solar Electric Power Production in the World''s Deserts (J Steinberger); (My) Life with
Wolfgang Kummer (M Schweda); Schubert in Stony Brook and Kinks in Vienna (P van
Nieuwenhuizen). Readership: Scientists, researchers, graduates and undergraduates interested in
high energy, particle or gravitational physics.
  Introduction to Process Control Jose A. Romagnoli,Ahmet Palazoglu,2020-07-14 Introduction to
Process Control, Third Edition continues to provide a bridge between traditional and modern views
of process control by blending conventional topics with a broader perspective of integrated process
operation, control, and information systems. Updated and expanded throughout, this third edition
addresses issues highly relevant to today’s teaching of process control: Discusses smart
manufacturing, new data preprocessing techniques, and machine learning and artificial intelligence
concepts that are part of current smart manufacturing decisions Includes extensive references to
guide the reader to the resources needed to solve modeling, classification, and monitoring problems
Introduces the link between process optimization and process control (optimizing control), including
the effect of disturbances on the optimal plant operation, the concepts of steady-state and dynamic
back-off as ways to quantify the economic benefits of control, and how to determine an optimal
transition policy during a planned production change Incorporates an introduction to the modern
architectures of industrial computer control systems with real case studies and applications to pilot-
scale operations Analyzes the expanded role of process control in modern manufacturing, including
model-centric technologies and integrated control systems Integrates data processing/reconciliation
and intelligent monitoring in the overall control system architecture Drawing on the authors’
combined 60 years of teaching experiences, this classroom-tested text is designed for chemical
engineering students but is also suitable for industrial practitioners who need to understand key
concepts of process control and how to implement them. The text offers a comprehensive
pedagogical approach to reinforce learning and presents a concept first followed by an example,
allowing students to grasp theoretical concepts in a practical manner and uses the same problem in
each chapter, culminating in a complete control design strategy. A vast number of exercises
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throughout ensure readers are supported in their learning and comprehension. Downloadable
MATLAB® toolboxes for process control education as well as the main simulation examples from the
book offer a user-friendly software environment for interactively studying the examples in the text.
These can be downloaded from the publisher’s website. Solutions manual is available for qualifying
professors from the publisher.
  Earth Science Software Directory Betty L. Gibbs,1993-03 This is the most comprehensive
listing of commercial earth science, mining & related software available. The format includes the
name & address of the vendor, short software description, hardware requirements, & price.
Approximately 36 categories of software are covered related to mining, geology, geophysics,
economics, hydrology, environmental, mineral processing, geographic information systems, & more.
The listings cover programs written for all types of computers from PCs to mainframes. The
DIRECTORY is indexed by program name, by vendor & by key words. A companion volume is titled
PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE FOR EARTH SCIENTISTS, which contains information primarily on
public domain software & inexpensive (less than $500) commercial packages. Software information
has been collected from government agencies, universities & individuals. A VARIOGRAM PRIMER is
one of a series of how-to books for analyzing earth science data.Variogram calculation is the first
step in a geostatistical analysis & has been applied in minerals, agriculture, forestry, hazardous
waste contamination studies, vegetation, & other spatial data. The primer bridges the gap between
theory & actual practice.
  Towards a Theoretical Neuroscience: from Cell Chemistry to Cognition L Andrew
Coward,2013-08-23 The book explains how to understand cognition in terms of brain anatomy,
physiology and chemistry, using an approach adapted from techniques for understanding complex
electronic systems. These techniques create hierarchies of information process based descriptions
on different levels of detail, where higher levels contain less information and can therefore describe
complete cognitive phenomena, but are more approximate. The nature of the approximations are
well understood, and more approximate higher level descriptions can therefore be mapped to more
precise detailed descriptions of any part of a phenomenon as required. Cognitive phenomena, the
anatomy and connectivity of major brain structures, neuron physiology, and cellular chemistry are
reviewed. Various cognitive tasks are described in terms of information processes performed by
different major anatomical structures. These higher level descriptions are selectively mapped to
more detailed physiological and chemical levels.
  African Governance Report IV, 2016 United Nations Economic Commission for Africa,2016-04-21
This 4th edition of the African Governance Report provides a critique of perception-based
measurements of corruption as well as an assessment of existing alternative, mostly mixed,
measures of corruption. It highlights that pure perception-based measurements are highly subjective
and do not provide insights into the institutional and policy reforms needed to combat corruption
and improve economic governance. They also fail to take into account the international dimension of
corruption. The report argues that the problem of corruption has to be assessed and addressed in
the context of overall economic governance, taking into consideration both its domestic and
international dimensions. It also presents policy recommendations related to improving
transparency and accountability, enhancing ownership and participation in the fight against
corruption, building credible national economic governance institutions, and improving the regional
and global economic governance architecture.
  Modern Nuclear Chemistry Walter D. Loveland,David J. Morrissey,Glenn T. Seaborg,2017-03-21
Written by established experts in the field, this book features in-depth discussions of proven
scientific principles, current trends, and applications of nuclear chemistry to the sciences and
engineering. • Provides up-to-date coverage of the latest research and examines the theoretical and
practical aspects of nuclear and radiochemistry • Presents the basic physical principles of nuclear
and radiochemistry in a succinct fashion, requiring no basic knowledge of quantum mechanics •
Adds discussion of math tools and simulations to demonstrate various phenomena, new chapters on
Nuclear Medicine, Nuclear Forensics and Particle Physics, and updates to all other chapters •
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Includes additional in-chapter sample problems with solutions to help students • Reviews of 1st
edition: ... an authoritative, comprehensive but succinct, state-of-the-art textbook .... (The Chemical
Educator) and ...an excellent resource for libraries and laboratories supporting programs requiring
familiarity with nuclear processes ... (CHOICE)
  Next Generation Wireless Networks Sirin Tekinay,2001 This book is an organized and edited
work of enabling technologies for the applications and services needed for future wireless networks.
Its focus is the defining architectures, services and applications, with coverage of all layers, i.e.,
from the physical layer to the information handling layers of the network. The new wireless network
architectures are geared specifically for enabling mobility and location-enhanced applications.
Presented first are tutorials on new network architectures, including a discussion of infostations, the
role of satellites in broadband wireless access, and the infocity concept. The next three chapters
present material that describes the state-of-the-art in wireless geolocation systems (including
assisted GPS), alternatives for wireless geolocation, and empirical data on wireless geolocation
capabilities. The first of the last two chapters demonstrates the use of location information in next
generation wireless networks, with coverage of real-time geolocation measurements in mobile
connectivity. The final chapter portrays the creation of a killer application in wireless networks.
Leading researchers in the field have contributed to this volume. Next Generation Wireless
Networks is essential reading for engineers, researchers, application design specialists, and product
managers in the field of wireless network architectures and wireless geolocation.
  Handbook of High-resolution Spectroscopy Martin Quack,Frederic Merkt,2011-09-26 The field of
High-Resolution Spectroscopy has been considerably extended and even redefined in some areas.
Combining the knowledge of spectroscopy, laser technology, chemical computation, and
experiments, Handbook of High-Resolution Spectroscopy provides a comprehensive survey of the
whole field as it presents itself today, with emphasis on the recent developments. This essential
handbook for advanced research students, graduate students, and researchers takes a systematic
approach through the range of wavelengths and includes the latest advances in experiment and
theory that will help and guide future applications. The first comprehensive survey in high-resolution
molecular spectroscopy for over 15 years Brings together the knowledge of spectroscopy, laser
technology, chemical computation and experiments Brings the reader up-to-date with the many
advances that have been made in recent times Takes the reader through the range of wavelengths,
covering all possible techniques such as Microwave Spectroscopy, Infrared Spectroscopy, Raman
Spectroscopy, VIS, UV and VUV Combines theoretical, computational and experimental aspects Has
numerous applications in a wide range of scientific domains Edited by two leaders in this field
Provides an overview of rotational, vibration, electronic and photoelectron spectroscopy Volume 1 -
Introduction: Fundamentals of Molecular Spectroscopy Volume 2 - High-Resolution Molecular
Spectroscopy: Methods and Results Volume 3 - Special Methods & Applications
  Dări de seamă ale ședințelor - Institutul de Geologie și Geofizică Institutul de Geologie și
Geofizică,1978
  Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports ,1983 Lists citations with abstracts for
aerospace related reports obtained from world wide sources and announces documents that have
recently been entered into the NASA Scientific and Technical Information Database.
  OS/2 Presentation Manager GPI Graham C. E. Winn,1991
  Public Domain Software for Earth Scientists Betty Gibbs,1994
  Containerisation International Yearbook ,1974
  Physical Oceanography of Coastal Waters Kenneth F. Bowden,1983
  Studii Tehnice Și Economice ,1959
  Statistical Physics Ian Ford,2013-03-27 This undergraduate textbook provides a statistical
mechanical foundation to the classical laws of thermodynamics via a comprehensive treatment of the
basics of classical thermodynamics, equilibrium statistical mechanics, irreversible thermodynamics,
and the statistical mechanics of non-equilibrium phenomena. This timely book has a unique focus on
the concept of entropy, which is studied starting from the well-known ideal gas law, employing
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various thermodynamic processes, example systems and interpretations to expose its role in the
second law of thermodynamics. This modern treatment of statistical physics includes studies of
neutron stars, superconductivity and the recently developed fluctuation theorems. It also presents
figures and problems in a clear and concise way, aiding the student’s understanding.
  Bibliography and Index of Geology ,1989
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web lives of the desert fathers
the historia monachoru 3 3
religious studies at california
state university bakersfield he
is the author of numerous
books and articles on early
christian
lives of the desert fathers
the historia monachoru pdf -
May 03 2022
web mar 30 2023   lives of the
desert fathers the historia
monachoru 2 7 downloaded
from uniport edu ng on march
30 2023 by guest both the
byzantine and western
traditions looking at the

cultivation of food in
monasteries eating and cooking
and why hunting animals was
rejected by any self respecting
hermit full of rich anecdotes
and including
lives of the desert fathers
the historia monachoru pdf -
Jun 16 2023
web the desert fathers lives of
the desert fathers the historia
monachoru downloaded from
files climagic org by guest
moore hester practical
spirituality according to the
desert fathers liturgical press
in the fourth century thousands
of men and women fled into the
egyptian desert seeking to
lives of the desert fathers the
historia monachoru 2023 - Nov
09 2022
web for a thousand generations
desert shamans of the far west
sought order in the stars and in
the mysteries and wonder of
their grand if unforgiving
landscape when summoned
they doctored the stricken be
they stoic elders or frightened
lives of the desert fathers
the historia monachoru -
Mar 13 2023
web the wisdom of the desert
fathers and mothers liturgical
press what is within these
pages are the words thoughts
and lives of some of the
greatest men and women who
left everything in the known
world to find their calling
within the desert
the lives of the desert fathers
christianbook com - Dec 10
2022
web product information title
the lives of the desert fathers
translated by norman russell
format paperback number of
pages 181 vendor cistercian
publications inc dimensions 5 1

2 x 8 1 2 x 1 2 inches weight 8
ounces isbn 0879079347
lives of the desert fathers
the historia monachoru pdf -
Jun 04 2022
web lives of the desert fathers
the historia monachoru 1 lives
of the desert fathers the
historia monachoru the lives of
the desert fathers sayings and
lives of the desert fathers
eternal wisdom from the desert
the book of the elders streams
in the wasteland desert wisdom
give me a word practical
spirituality according to the
desert
the lives of the desert
fathers the historia
monachorum in - Aug 18
2023
web viii 181 pages 23 cm
includes bibliographical
references pages 162 164 and
index includes indexes the
historia monachorum in
aegypto text and sources those
by whom the world is kept in
being the social aspects of the
text the monastic pattern in
egypt the single eye the ideals
and insights of monastic egypt
a sense
the lives of the desert fathers
the historia monachorum in -
Apr 14 2023
web the lives of the desert
fathers the historia
monachorum in aegypto
snippet view 1981
lives of the desert fathers the
historia monachoru pdf - Mar
01 2022
web apr 22 2023   lives of the
desert fathers the historia
monachoru 1 11 downloaded
from uniport edu ng on april 22
2023 by guest lives of the
desert fathers the historia
monachoru when somebody
should go to the book stores
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search establishment by shop
shelf by shelf it is in fact
problematic this is why we
present the book compilations
in
lives of the desert fathers
the historia monachoru
2023 - Feb 12 2023
web desert regions of egypt
and elsewhere in the fourth to
seventh centuries the lives of
the desert fathers dec 09 2020
in the heart of the desert jan 02
2023 father john s inspiring
introduction to the spirituality
of the desert fathers and
mothers brings their words to
life for the modern reader
historia monachorum in
aegypto wikipedia - May 15
2023
web the historia monachorum
in aegypto also called the lives
of the desert fathers is a
combination travelogue and
hagiography from the late 4th
century ad it recounts the
travels of a band of seven
palestinian monks on a
pilgrimage through egypt
between september 394 and
january 395 they travelled from
south to north stopping in
monasteries and
naser zabeli edukimi
inkluziv forums usc edu -
Dec 26 2021
web naser zabeli edukimi
inkluziv teori dhe praktikë
aktuale pse dhuna në shkollë
nuk ka të ndalur metoda e
hulumtimit psikologjik o 2 2 6 4
a teoria e edukimit z 2 1 5 4 b
të
İnklüziv təhsil nədir aztehsil
com - Aug 02 2022
web naser zabeli edukimi
inkluziv ebookdig biz pasqyra
up 2008 pdf pdf document
fakulteti i edukimit naser zabeli
edukimi uni pr edu free

edukimi parashkollor ese
naser zabeli edukimi inkluziv -
Jan 07 2023
web naser zabeli jeffrey
anderson blerim saqipi abstract
this article presents a study
that examined how teachers
understand student centred
teaching and learning among a
naser zabeli edukimi inkluziv
pdf download only - Oct 04
2022
web naser zabeli edukimi
inkluziv pdf ebooks ebooktake
in edukimi dhe arsimimi i
nxënësve me aftësi të kufizuara
në edukimi scribd common
core math sheets keyword
found
naser zabeli edukimi inkluziv
pdf - Nov 05 2022
web apr 21 2023   naser zabeli
edukimi inkluziv lia erc gov ph
web naser zabeli edukimi
inkluziv september 25th 2018
edukimi për demokraci studimi
i fakteve kurrikulare që
towards the development and
implementation of learner - Dec
06 2022
web jun 16 2023   naser zabeli
edukimi inkluziv pdf getting the
books naser zabeli edukimi
inkluziv pdf now is not type of
inspiring means you could not
unaided going following
naser zabeli edukimi
inkluziv tvl parisbytrain com
- Jul 01 2022
web naser zabeli edukimi
inkluziv naser zabeli edukimi
inkluziv integrimi i teknologjisË
informative tË komunikimit nË
mevlude aliu gashi zehrie
indeksi pËr gjithËpËrfshirje
fakte dhe opinione - Aug 14
2023
web 42 2020 towards the
development and
implementation of learner
centered education in kosovo n

zabeli j anderson b saqipi
journal of social studies
education research 9
naser zabeli edukimi inkluziv
liululu - Nov 24 2021
web naser zabeli edukimi
inkluziv pdf ebooks ebooktake
in orari i provimeve afati i
shtatorit 2017 uni prizren com
fjalor termash ne edukim pdf
irida hoti academia edu r a p o
r t i
naser zabeli google scholar -
Jul 13 2023
web naser zabeli edukimi
special material i prgatitur pr
studentt e aab programi
prkujdesi dhe mirqenia e fmijve
prishtin fky material me titull
edukimi special sht
mesimi inkluziv naser zabeli -
Mar 09 2023
web you can download pdf
versions of the user s guide
manuals and ebooks about
edukimi inkluziv naser zabeli
you can also find and download
for free a free online manual
naser zabeli edukimi inkluziv
lia erc gov ph - Oct 24 2021
web oct 22 2021   nevşehir hacı
bektaş veli Üniversitesi 2000
evler mah zübeyde hanım cad
50300 nevŞehİr
naser zabeli edukimi inkluziv
survey thecube - May 31 2022
web sep 6 2021   nevşehir hacı
bektaş veli Üniversitesi 2000
evler mah zübeyde hanım cad
50300 nevŞehİr
ders İçerikleri Öğrenci İşleri
daire başkanlığı - Feb 25
2022
web naser zabeli edukimi
inkluziv 3 3 world deal with the
challenges of inclusive
education they must find
effective ways of enhancing
their classroom teaching
methods what
edukimi inkluziv naser zabeli
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pdf ebook and manual free -
Feb 08 2023
web naser zabeli edukimi
inkluziv ebookdig biz
universiteti i prishtinës
universiteti i prishtinës punim
diplome edukimi uni gjk org të
dhëna bazike të lëndës
filozofiku
edukimi pdf scribd - Jun 12
2023
web sep 28 2021   zabeli n
2010 edukimi inkluziv inclusive
education wus austria
universiteti i prishtinës zabeli n
behluli l 2014 index for
inclusion facts and
naser zabeli edukimi inkluziv
secure4 khronos - Mar 29 2022
web nevşehir hacı bektaş veli
Üniversitesi 2000 evler mah
zübeyde hanım cad 50300
nevŞehİr
the understanding of inclusive
education in kosovo legal and -
May 11 2023
web apr 8 2022   meta 2022
fakulteti i edukimit faculty of
education up hasan prishtina
april 8 edukimi inkluziv teori

dhe praktikë bashkëkohore një
kontribut
naser zabeli edukimi
inkluziv wrbb neu edu - Jan
27 2022
web our naser zabeli edukimi
inkluziv ebooks for free and
learn more about naser zabeli
edukimi inkluziv these books
contain exercises and tutorials
to improve your practical
2021 2022 eĞİtİm ÖĞretİm yili
gÜz dÖnemİ tÜrkÇe - Apr 29
2022
web jun 17 2023   this naser
zabeli edukimi inkluziv as one
of the most running sellers
here will totally be
accompanied by the best
choices to review this is
furthermore
edukimi inkluziv teori dhe
praktikë bashkëkohore
facebook - Apr 10 2023
web mesimi inkluziv naser
zabeli fakulteti i edukimit fizik
dhe i sportit universiteti i april
24th 2018 1 atletikÃ prof dr
naser rashiti t p 7 seminar
2021 2022 tÜrkÇe

ÖĞretmenlİĞİ gÜz dÖnemİ
arasinav - Sep 22 2021

naser zabeli edukimi inkluziv
orientation sutd edu sg - Sep
03 2022
web İnkluziv təhsildə
valideynlərlə işin təşkili peşə
təhsili və s İnkluziv təhsilin
məktəbəqədər müəssisə və
məktəblərdə uğurlu
inteqrasiyanın təmin olunması
zamanı aşağıdakı
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